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This Phase 1 Program was a precursor to the International Space Station maintaining a
continuous American presence in space and developing the procedures and hardware required
for an international partnership in space. The tank was made of an aluminium lithium alloy and
the tank's structural design had also been improved making it 30 percent stronger and 5
percent less dense. The walls of the redesigned hydrogen tank were machined in an orthogonal
waffle-like pattern, providing more strength and stability than the previous design. These
improvements would later provide additional payload capacity to the International Space
Station. Docking of Discovery to Mir, the first for that orbiter, occurred at UTC, 4 June at an
altitude of miles. At hatch opening, Andy Thomas officially became a member of Discovery' s
crew, completing days of living and working on Mir. The transfer wrapped up a total of days
spent by seven U. During this time, long-term U. The AMS, designed to look for dark and
missing matter in the universe, was powered up on Flight Day 1. Data originally planned to be
sent to ground stations through Discovery' s K u -band communications system was recorded
on board because of a problem with the K u -band system that prevented it from sending
high-rate communications, including television signals, to the ground. The system was able to
receive uplink transmissions. Data that could not be recorded by ground stations was recorded
on board throughout the mission. The K u -band system failure was determined to be located in
a component that was not accessible to the crew. The failure prevented television transmission
throughout the mission. Television broadcasts from Mir were prevented by a problem between a
Russian ground station and the mission control center outside Moscow, limiting
communications to audio only on NASA television. Other experiments conducted by the Shuttle
crew during the mission included a checkout of the orbiter's robot arm to evaluate new
electronics and software and the Orbiter Space Vision System for use during assembly
missions for the ISS. Also on board in the payload bay were eight Get Away Special
experiments, while combustion, crystal growth and radiation monitoring experiments were
conducted in Discovery' s mid-deck crew cabin area. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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taken in the middeck. Precourt and Musabayev greet one another at the Docking Module hatch.
Chang-Diaz greets Musabayev at the Docking Module hatch. Musabayev plays a guitar while
Precourt holds up sheet music. Precourt and Ryumin pose for photos in the orbiter middeck.
Thomas floats through the DM hatch into the Shuttle airlock. Ryumin demonstrates the sleep
restraint he used in the middeck. Lawrence exercises on the flight deck bicycle ergometer.
Precourt and Gorie with their respective food trays. International Space Station completed as of
December 9, Select a thumbnail or description for a larger version of the picture. Mir Space
Station. Docking Module. Spektr radiator. The orbiter payload bay. Remote Manipulator System.
Water dump from a leaking fuel cell. Ryumin reading flight plan. Chang-Diaz with CD player on
lap. Kavandi and Precourt. Ryumin and Chang-Diaz with video camera. Thomas signs chart.
Thomas in the Priroda module. Crewmembers pose for photos in the Mir Base Block. Alpha
Magnetic Spectrometer. Thomas poses with banner. Thomas runs on the treadmill inside the
Mir. Budarin works in the Base Block. Gorie has his height measured. Musabayev greets
Ryumin. Ryumin greets Budarin. Thomas and Lawrence free-float in the Base Block. Launch
entry suited crewmembers. Thomas with small "SoloEtte" guitar. Launched: June 2, , p. Orbit:
nautical miles. Landed: June 12, , p. Commander Charles J. Precourt, Jr. Fourth Shuttle flight
and third visit to Mir. Mission Specialist Wendy B. Lawrence Third Shuttle flight and second visit
to Mir. Cosmonaut Valery V. Mission Specialist Andrew S. Thomas, Ph. Third Shuttle flight;
returning from Mir. STS Crew Biographies. Read more about Shuttle-Mir Science. The landing
culminated days spent in orbit by the seven U. Mir astronauts, including days spent as Mir
crewmembers and an day continuous U. NASA now had firsthand experience of staging and
running a multiyear space station program, as well as a new pool of long-duration spaceflight
veterans to turn to for guidance and advice. The landing also marked the end of the beginning
of the International Space Station Program. He went on to help develop all Soviet orbital
stations, beginning with Salyut A veteran of three spaceflights, Ryumin passed his one-year
cumulative time in orbit mark during STS, which was his first space mission in 18 years. He was
able to learn Shuttle operations and to examine the conditions onboard Mir. The crew also
watched for the Russian space station. A happy Andy Thomas first saw Discovery "as a point of
light out on the horizon, like a bright star. Then you just make out that it was not a star, that it
actually was the Shuttle. Then, of course, it came closer and you could see it clearly. It was a
great moment. With all the preparations for docking, neither crew had eaten a meal in over 12
hours. He told Commander Precourt, "Charlie, this place is in bad shape. Ryumin said, "Well,
you know, I think I could get used to staying up here. Maybe I'll just stay. On the other hand,
Precourt had been to Mir three times and had seen it grow with the additions of the Priroda,
Spektr, and docking modules. He said that, other than the fact that Spektr was sealed off, "the
condition of the inside of the space station was better than it was on my previous two visits.
The air was cleaner, it was a better controlled temperature, it was drier, [and] the walls of the
surfaces of the structure everywhere were nice and dry. The Shuttle crew delivered more than 1,
pounds of water and almost 4, pounds of cargo, experiments, and supplies to Mir. If lighting
conditions were right, the gas would appear as a dull green cloud. The crew could not detect
any leaks at this time or when the experiment was repeated after undocking. However, the
procedure may prove useful in the future on the International Space Station. On the whole, the
Shuttle-Mir rendezvous and dockings had been so flawless that their difficulty and significance
went unnoticed by many. Read more about the STS mission and crew. Kavandi, Ph. First Shuttle
flight Cosmonaut Valery V. Precourt 4 , Commander Dominic L. Pudwill Gorie 1 , Pilot Wendy B.
Lawrence 3 , Mission Specialist Franklin R. This Phase 1 Program is a precursor to the
International Space Station maintaining a continuous American presence in space and
developing the procedures and hardware required for an international partnership in space. The
objectives of this investigation are to search for anti-matter and dark matter in space and to
study astrophysics. The mission will also be the first use of the super lightweight external tank
SLWT which is the same size ft long and 27ft in diameter as the external tank used on previous
launches but 7, lbs lighter. The walls of the redesigned hydrogen tank are machined in an
orthogonal waffle-like pattern, providing more strength and stability than the previous design.
These improvements will provide additional payload capacity to the International Space Station.
EDT at the opening of the 10 minute launch window. On Tuesday, June 2, launch preparations
continued on schedule. Go for tanking was given at am after receiving a briefing about the
readiness of the Mir Space station. By noon, at the T-minus 3 hour mark , LH2 cryogenic
propellant loading was complete and in stable replenish mode. At am EDT, tanking operations
were complete and the external tank was in stable replenish mode. At pm EDT the Discovery's

hatch was closed for flight. At T-minus 14 minutes and holding, the mission management team
decided to move the T-0 time to the opening of the launch window at 6;06pm EDT. At pm EDT,
the countdown entered a planned 40 minute hold at the T-minus 9 minute and holding mark.
Liftoff occured at pm EDT. SRB Sep 2. On Monday, June 1, , launch preparations continued on
schedule and final preflight preparations of Shuttle main engines concluded. On Tuesday, at
about a. Loading of the external tank with its flight load of cryogenic propellants begins at about
a. Managers continue to monitor the situation with Mir's motion control computer. At this time,
systems aboard Mir have stabilized sufficiently for managers to proceed with countdown
operations. A final check of Mir's systems will occur prior to tanking activities tomorrow
morning. All pre-launch activities at Kennedy Space Center. Today at KSC, engineers are
preparing the Shuttle Discovery for the loading of cryogenic reactants into the onboard power
reactant and storage distribution tanks. Loading is set to begin at about 5 p. Prior to this
operation, a standard orbiter and solid rocket booster pyrotechnic initiator controller test will be
performed. Cryogenic loading operations are expected to conclude by midnight tonight. All
prelaunch activities continue on schedule. The contingency space suits have been installed into
the orbiter's airlock and check-out of those suits completed. Flight crew equipment stowage in
the orbiter's mid-deck continued and aft main engine compartment close-outs were completed
and final main propulsion system checks under way. They will spend the days prior to launch at
KSC reviewing their flight plans, undergoing final medical examinations and flying in the Shuttle
Training Aircraft. Installation and checkout of the ordnance on the solid rocket boosters are
complete. Refilling of Discovery's orbiter maneuvering system oxidizer tank concluded
yesterday and pressurization of the hypergolic system began this morning. Aft main engine
compartment close-outs have resumed today and will conclude Saturday with aft door
installation. Shuttle integrated voltage tests began. Over the weekend, technicians completed
work on the mobile launch platform's gaseous nitrogen system. Once at the pad, hotfire testing
of Discovery's three auxiliary power units was completed and launch pad validations began. On
Sunday, the payload was installed into the payload changeout room. The Rotating Service
Structure has been extended to the vehicle and the orbiter's payload bay doors are slated to be
opened later today. Pad validations continued. The orbiter arrived in the VAB just after 5 p. The
entire Shuttle stack is scheduled for transport to Pad 39A later this week. The additional time
will accommodate orbiter processing requirements and launch preparations at Pad 39A.
Workers transported the foot-long improved tank to the Vehicle Assembly Building VAB this
afternoon, where it will undergo processing for flight. The new tank weighs about 7, pounds
less than the original ET. Nose gear touchdown was 5 seconds later at MET 9 days, 19 hours, 54
minutes, and 2 seconds. Deorbit burn occurred approximately at p. A go for deorbit burn was
given at p. The mission was the first to use the super lightweight external tank SLWT which was
the same size, at feet 47 m long and 27 feet 8. The tank was made of an aluminum lithium alloy
and the tank's structural design had also been improved making it 30 percent stronger and 5
percent less dense. The walls of the redesigned hydrogen tank were machined in an orthogonal
waffle-like pattern, providing more strength and stability than the previous design. These
improvements would later provide additional payload capacity to the International Space
Station. STS marked the 9 th and final Mir docking mission. The first phase of the cooperative
effort in space exploration between the United States and Russia was completed in June with
the launch of Space Shuttle Discovery on the ninth and final docking mission with the Russian
space station Mir. STS was the first time Discovery docked with the Mir. The first eight docking
missions were conducted by Atlantis and Endeavour. Samuel C. In , Dr. Ting's research
proposal for the AMS space experiment was formally selected by the U. Department of Energy.
Professor Ting has been among the world's leading researchers in the field of high-energy
particle physics for decades. He has received many awards and honors for his research,
including the Nobel Prize in Physics in for the discovery of the "J" subatomic particle. The
module housed experiments to be performed by the astronauts and serves as a cargo carrier for
the items to be transferred to Mir and those to be returned to Earth. They arrived on Mir on
January 31, Discovery's rendezvous and docking with the Russian space station Mir actually
began with the precisely timed launch of the Shuttle on a course for the Mir , and, over the next
two days, periodic small engine firings that gradually brought Discovery to a point eight
nautical miles About two hours before the scheduled docking time on Flight Day Three of the
mission, Discovery reached a point about eight nautical miles Discovery closed the final eight
nautical miles As Discovery approaches, the shuttle's rendezvous radar system began tracking
Mir and providing range and closing rate information to Discovery. Discovery' crew also began
air-to-air communications with the Mir crew using a VHF radio. As Discovery reached close
proximity to Mir , the Trajectory Control Sensor, a laser ranging device mounted in the payload
bay, supplemented the shuttle's onboard navigation information by supplying additional data on

the range and closing rate. As Discovery closed in on the Mir , the shuttle had the opportunity
for four small successive engine firings to fine-tune its approach using its onboard navigation
information. Identical to prior Mir dockings, Discovery aimed for a point directly below Mir ,
along the Earth radius vector R-Bar , an imaginary line drawn between the Mir center of gravity
and the center of Earth. Approaching along the R-Bar, from directly underneath the Mir , allows
natural forces to assist in braking Discovery approach. During this approach, the crew began
using a handheld laser ranging device to supplement distance and closing rate measurements
made by other shuttle navigational equipment. The manual phase of the rendezvous began just
as Discovery reached a point about a half-mile meters below Mir. Commander Charles Precourt
flew the shuttle using the aft flight deck controls as Discovery began moving up toward Mir.
Because of the approach from underneath Mir , Charles Precourt had to perform very few
braking firings. However, if such firings were required, the Shuttle's jets were used in a mode
called "Low-Z", a technique that uses slightly offset jets on Discovery' nose and tail to slow the
spacecraft rather than firing jets pointed directly at Mir. This technique avoids contamination of
the space station and its solar arrays by exhaust from the shuttle steering jets. Using the
centerline camera fixed in the center of Discovery' docking mechanism, Charles Precourt
centered Discovery' docking mechanism with the Docking Module mechanism on Mir ,
continually refining this alignment as he approached within feet At a distance of about feet At
that time, a final go or no-go decision to proceed with the docking was made by flight control
teams in both Houston and Moscow. When Discovery proceeded with docking, the shuttle crew
used ship-to-ship communications with Mir to inform the Mir crew of the Shuttle's status and to
keep them informed of major events, including confirmation of contact, capture and the
conclusion of damping. Damping, the halt of any relative motion between the two spacecraft
after docking, was performed by shock absorber-type springs within the docking device.
Docking of Discovery to Mir , the first for that orbiter, occurred at UTC , June 04, at an altitude of
miles km. Hatches opened at UTC the same day. At hatch opening, Andrew Thomas officially
became a member of Discovery's crew as MS -5, completing days of living and working on Mir.
The transfer wrapped up a total of days spent by seven U. The Mir and STS crews transferred
more than kilograms 1, lb of water, and almost 2, kilograms 4, lb of cargo experiments and
supplies were exchanged between the two spacecraft. During this time, long-term U.
Attachment locations were available on the bulkheads, the rack support structures and on the
top exterior surfaces. Standard experiment accommodations included lockers and racks, and
for Earth and space viewing, there was the capability to mount to the optical viewport on the
module top panel. Also, there were attachment capabilities on the flat top of the module
exterior, in order to provide direct access to space. During docked operations, the crew
removed the batteries and transferred them to Mir. American Logistics - Water lbs. SHUCS
"round-trip" latency of 0. The American long duration astronauts performed the majority of the
experiment operations while on orbit, while their Russian counterparts primarily concerned
themselves with station upkeep and maintenance. All were equal contributors to the joint
program and have dedicated their time during intensive training in both the US and Russia, as
well as by staying on board the Mir for several months. Norman Thagard was the American who
took the first step in this era of joint space cooperation by staying onboard the Mir for days
which set the space duration record for an American. He was also the first astronaut to travel to
Mir on a Soyuz rocket, with his Mir crewmates. Norman Thagard was followed by Shannon
Lucid , who stayed on the Mir for days, breaking Norman Thagard 's record and setting a new
record as the longest stay in space for a woman. John Blaha replaced Shannon Lucid in
September Jerry Linenger replaced John Blaha in January These American crewmembers'
stays on Mir have demonstrated to the world the commitment of both countries to work together
for the betterment of human kind through scientific advancement. The KU-band system failure
was determined to be located in a component that was not accessible to the crew. The failure
prevented television transmission throughout the mission. Television broadcasts from Mir were
prevented by a problem between a Russian ground station and the mission control center
outside of Moscow, limiting communications to audio only on NASA television. It was designed
to look for dark and missing matter in the universe. The system was able to receive uplink
transmissions. Data that could not be recorded by ground stations was recorded on board
throughout the mission. The Astroculture ASC flight experiment was a space-based controlled
environment chamber that provided all the conditions required to support plant growth in
microgravity. The main payload components included subsystems required to provide
temperature, humidity, and carbon dioxide control in an isolated chamber. A unique LED
lighting system was used to meet plant light requirements. Ethylene released by the plants is
removed from the atmosphere of the plant chamber with a photocatalytic oxidation unit that
does not require any consumables. The ASC system was designed to operate in a fully

automated mode with continuous power. The XDT experiment was flown in an effort to
understand the high energy radiation environment of space. The XDT system consisted of three
detectors which measured the incidence rate of cosmic rays and induced background levels
expected for future x-ray crystallography systems to be flown in the International Space Station.
Besides the detectors, it included a microcomputer system and flash disk mass storage devices
to allow virtually autonomous operations during several months of data-taking on-board Mir.
The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer AMS experiment was the first time a high energy particle
magnetic spectrometer was placed in orbit. As high energy physicists continue to prove the
fundamental laws that govern our universe, they ask such basic questions as: What are the
ultimate building blocks of matter? What are the fundamental forces through which these basic
particles interact? Fifteen Nobel Prizes in Physics have gone to high energy physicists for their
discoveries. In , Department of Energy-funded scientists found the top quark, the last to be
discovered of the basic particles believed to make up all known matter. The AMS continued this
scientific journey of discovery in a region here to date untapped by high energy physics
research, the environment of space. The space environment provided a copious flux of atomic
and subatomic particles which have been naturally accelerated to energies which are
impossible to achieve in Earth bond accelerators. The AMS provided the first In-situmagnetic
detector of these particles and will open a unique and rich new area of experimental high energy
physics. On STS , a group of eminent scientists in the field who reviewed AMS for the
department unanimously endorsed its scientific merit. Researchers used the detector to search
for both antimatter and "dark matter" to answer two specific questions: First, if equal amounts
of matter and antimatter were produced at the beginning of the universe as described by the Big
Bang scenario, and the galaxies we now see are made only of matter, where has the antimatter
gone? Second, since the mass of a galaxy seems to be greater than the visible mass of all its
stars, gas and dust, is there dark matter of a new kind that has eluded discovery? The
permanent magnet was a cylindrical shell made of blocks of magnetic material called
neodymiumferrous-boron. The blocks were arranged around the cylinder to create a magnetic
field confined inside the magnet. The trajectory that a particle takes when it enters the magnetic
field allows researchers to determine its charge. The SSCE series of experiments were designed
to characterize flame spreading in microgravity and its differences from normal gravity
behavior, leading to a better understanding of the physical processes involved. The knowledge
gained is expected to enhance our understanding of fire behavior, both in space and on Earth.
On Earth, gravity causes hot gases produced by flames to rise in the same way that oil floats on
water, or helium balloons rise. Air flow induced by gravity is called buoyant convection. This
convection brings fresh oxygen to meet the fuel vapor coming from the burning material. The
spread rate of the flame is directly affected by the rate at which the fuel and oxygen are mixed
with the help of buoyant convection. Once Discovery was ready to undock from Mir , the initial
separation was performed by springs that gently pushed the shuttle away from the docking
module. Both the Mir and Discovery were in a configuration called "free drift" during the
undocking, which keeps the steering jets of each spacecraft shut off to avoid any inadvertent
firings. Once the docking mechanism's springs had pushed Discovery away to a distance of
about two feet 61 centimeters from Mir , and the two spacecraft were clear of one another,
Discovery' steering jets were turned back on to increase the separation distance between the
two vehicles. The shuttle continued to back away through a corridor similar to that used during
approach until it reached a distance of approximately feet Pilot Dominic Gorie then performed a
nose forward flyaround of the station. During the flyaround, about 20 minutes after undocking,
Discovery reached a point about feet About three minutes prior to sunrise, Mir Commander
Talgat Musabayev and Flight Engineer Nikolai Budarin released a tracer gas comprised of
acetone and biacetyl into the depressurized Spektr module using a special device attached to
the Spektr 's modified hatch. The release of gas into Spektr lasted about 20 minutes, enabling
Discovery's astronauts to document any ionization glow fro
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m the gas through the hole in Spektr 's hull prior to sunrise and any fluorescent glow from the
gas after sunrise. The gas should appear as a dull green cloud. The test was designed to
pinpoint the location of the breach in Spektr 's hull resulting from last year's collision of a
Progress resupply ship with the Russian station. Two days earlier, a similar release of gas into
Spektr were conducted by the cosmonauts while Discovery was docked to Mir to test the gas
release system and enable the crew members to document any areas of special interest for the
flyaround experiment. Both experiments failed. Finally, almost an hour and a half after

undocking, Dominic Gorie fired Discovery's jets one more time as the shuttle passed directly
above the Mir to separate from the Russian station for the final time. International Flight No.
Launch date:. Cape Canaveral KSC. Launch pad:. Docking Mir :. Undocking Mir :. Landing site:.
MS -3, EV MS SRB :. OMS Pod:. RMS :. EMU :. Last update on March 27,

